We've held the line on sweaters for 15 years... and that's no yarn.

While prices on just about everything have been rising by leaps and bounds, we've kept the price of our TOURING PRO® Golf Sweaters down to what we charged way back in 1955. What does that mean to you? For one thing, you can sell TOURING PRO® Sweaters without customer resistance. It makes your job easier! Then, the quality of our complete line of men's and women's golf sweaters is second to none, even though our prices are incomparably low. Which means you can be sure that your customers will be completely satisfied with their TOURING PROS®.

We put a lot into every one we manufacture; including loving care.

When you can combine low prices and top quality in these days, you've got a winning combination. That's the name of our game here at Gilison Knitwear. We didn't get the name "The Sweater Guys" for nothing. Write us for your copy of our complete men's and women's catalog of golf sweaters... sold only in America's leading Pro Shops, exclusively!

GILISON KNITWEAR CO., INC.
America's leading manufacturer of Golf Sweaters.
65 W. John Street
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802
Tel: 516/WE 1-0041

In Women's style 1009: 100% Imported Alpaca, suggested retail $19.95. In 75% Mohair and 25% Wool, suggested retail $13.95.

In Men's style 1010: 100% Alpaca Cardigan, suggested retail $22.95. In 75% Mohair and 25% Wool, suggested retail $15.95.
The only machine that drives top dressing materials down to the base of the turf. As every golf superintendent knows, spreading a blanket of dressing is only half the job. Materials must penetrate down to the base of the turf. That’s why raking and dragging formerly constituted a big portion of the top dressing labor. Mete-R-Matic has changed this. The exclusive high speed rotating brush at the rear of the Mete-R-Matic spreads with a force sufficient to penetrate to the base of the turf. Dragging is reduced to a minimum. Which means labor costs are reduced because one man can do the top dressing job in one operation. For further information write Dept. 120.

A NEW DIMENSION IN GOLFING...

CONSTRUCTION
2 inch colored aluminum tubing, anodized (no paint maintenance) Advanced synthetic fiber netting insures complete safety and resistance to the damaging effects of sun and weather.

NYLON TURF INSERTS
The new nylon synthetic turf gives the same sensation as hitting off of actual fairway grass.

AUTOMATIC BALL RETRIEVAL
Golf Balls are automatically retrieved and gathered in a special locked section at the rear of the cage. No more manual retrieving and no more lost balls.

A QUALITY PRODUCT OF
AMERICAN ATHLETICS CORP
254 East Paces Ferry Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
(404) 351-2113

For more information circle number 275 on card

COMING EVENTS

Michigan State University

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Club Managers Assn. of America Workshop in Outdoor Recreation Administration, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., September 12-15.

Turf and Ornamentals Day, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, Wooster, Ohio, September 15.


CMAA Workshop in Food and Beverage Management, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., September 24-27.

Professional Golfers’ Assn. West Coast Merchandise Show, Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, Oakland, Calif., September 27-29.

CMAA Workshop in Building and Property Management, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., September 29-October 2.

Annual Hardware Show, Coliseum, New York City, October 12-15.

CMAA Workshop in Outdoor Recreation Administration, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., October 12-15.

Central Plains Turfgrass Foundation Conference, Ramada Inn and Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kan., October 21-23.

CMAA Workshop in Outdoor Recreation Administration, Portland State University, Portland, Ore., October 26-29.

Ohio Turfgrass Conference and Show, Cincinnati Convention Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, December 7-9.
Wherever golf is played...

Par Aide Tee Equipment has proven to be practical and also adds beauty to the tee.

The portable tee accessory can be easily moved for mowing and tee changes.
NEW YORK—People in the East are playing the stock market more, enjoying it less, and golf is feeling somewhat of a pinch in the bargain. However, the state of the national economy has not taken a clear-cut effect on pro shop sales throughout the area. One pro claims he is enjoying an upswing in golf equipment because of the four-year cycle. “This just happened to be the fourth year I’ve been at my club,” he says. “And four years average out as the length of time a golfer stays with one set of clubs. Consequently, my equipment sales are up 20 per cent.”

“But, I don’t think you can look at my club and call it typical,” he continues. “Our few members, who rely on the stock market for the bulk of their revenue, are an older crowd. So, they don’t play much golf anyway. They aren’t the ones who affect the business here.”

Another metropolitan area pro doesn’t talk cycles or age brackets. “We’re down 20 per cent in all sales,” he moans. “Half of the people at my club are brokers. They’re in the stock market up to their ears and I can hear the prices tumbling with them.” The only sales keeping pace with the past for this professional are those in golf balls.

One of the most affluent clubs in the metropolitan area, and in the country for that matter, is just beginning to feel the grind of a slumping economy. Its pro says: “My whole first quarter was off 10 per cent,” he started to reel off a discouraging report. “But that only tells half of the story. We’re strong here on people working at and playing the stock market. Just from a random look at my figures for the last two months, I’d say things keep getting worse.”

East
By Gerry Finn

One of the interesting asides to the commentary here was that golf lessons were in perhaps the biggest slump of all. “I had a horrible spring with lessons,” the pro says. “It’s picked up a little, but I’ll never get back what I lost.”

Meanwhile, the season is not a complete washout for some pros. One club has had an over-all upward trend in sales. Again, though, the income on equipment is lagging. “I’m probably 10 per cent ahead of what I was doing last year at this time,” this pro offers. “But all of the increase is in soft goods, mostly ladies’ clothes. My clubs aren’t moving at all. Perhaps indecision has something to do with this irregular breakdown of sales.”

This indecision has to do with people waiting for the arrival or not of stainless steel clubs. The same pro tells that members have wanted to buy clubs but hate to invest in a product which will not be the very latest should the stainless steel clubs pop up on the market. “It may be that they’ll settle for lightweight steel,” he said. “But I’ll settle for them buying anything. My inventory is heavy.”

Another club in the upper, upper strata reflects the money situation. Its pro isn’t crying but he has his hankie ready. “I’m not moving any golf clubs,” he reveals. “I’m afraid people are taking the attitude that they’re willing to get along on what equipment they have.”

One the other hand, a club of the so-called middle economic structure reports an overwhelming run on equipment, soft goods and miscellaneous items. “We’ve been in a good position to pick up a lot of members,” its pro says in analyzing his sales. “One of the clubs in our vicinity came away from last year’s audit with a demand for a large operat-

Central
By Joe Doan

CHICAGO—Government economists who spent the first half of 1970 justifying the Nixon austerity program and probing for signs of imminent economic recovery, could have done worse than come to golf professionals and club managers, in the Chicago area at least. Neither the professionals nor the managers in that part of the country would have been effusive in describing business conditions at their clubs, but at the same time they wouldn’t have uttered dark proclamations that things were going to hell en masse. Through the end of July just about everyone agreed that both the shops and the clubs were breaking even or possibly coming up slightly on the plus side—that is, in comparing the early part of 1970 with a like period in 1969. Almost all of these people agreed, too, that the second half of the current season was going to be better since business started to come on strong in July.

GOLFDOM interviewed the proprietors of 18 pro shops and at least 14 of them said that as of late July, 1970, sales were ahead of 1969. The percentage was not large in a majority of cases. And the same professionals who confessed to enjoying sales gains for the current season, wouldn’t go so far as to say that their net profit was commensurate. The reason is that the truck strike, which lasted from early April until July 6th, resulted in professionals having to pay higher than normal costs to have merchandise shipped in. The professionals suffered, too, because a fairly substantial percentage of their sales was cancelled because merchandise couldn’t be brought through the trucker blockade.

In the estimation of several pro-
Most professionals agree that the tight money situation has cooled forecasts of record sales in 1970. But in general, pro shop sales are at least holding their own and pros are optimistic about the future.

professionals, the first half of 1970 showed promise of being “a good year, a little better than average, but not as profitable as some they had known through the 1960s.” The main reason 1970 was outrunning 1969 was that from April through July 4th of the latter year, 15 consecutive weekends were either totally washed out or seriously dampened by rain. This year, rain slowed things down a little in May but then the weather took a turn for the better. What saved most professionals in 1969 was that all the enforced idleness in the early weeks of the season created such a pent-up demand among amateurs that the outlook was looking promising through July 4th of the latter year, a little better than average, “mainly due to weather,” according to the professional. He says that he has undertaken a little more floor promotion also, but admits: “We go by sunlight,” and sun has been in supply this year. He feels that lightweight steel shafts will stimulate club sales for the next five years and has found it advisable to “stabilize” his shoe inventory in the $18 to $21 range.

Tight money and stock market reverses had a direct effect on the operation of another private club on the San Francisco Peninsula. “About 5 per cent of our members found themselves in a bind,” the manager says, “and put their memberships up for sale.” The going price is about $4,300 currently, whereas a membership certificate purchased directly from the club is $6,000. “Movement of membership certificates was much more active a year and a half to two years ago,” the manager says, “before the big drop in the stock market.”

The professional says his 1970 sales are down 20 per cent from 1969, with club sales lagging 40 per cent behind last year. “People are working more and playing golf less,” he says. The failure of touring professionals, he feels, to play aluminum-shafted clubs has hurt sales and has resulted in confused club members whose reaction is to wait rather than buy. “They’ll buy a sweater in the $10 to $30 range,” he says, “but they back off when they consider spending $400 to $500 for new clubs.” He adds that women’s apparel sales are “way down,” but he’s optimistic about an increase in all departments in the fall, and is carrying a good inventory in preparation.

One professional in central California, where the predominantly

**West**

By Don Curlee

SAN FRANCISCO—Golf operators in northern and central California can’t ignore the background music of tight money and nose-diving stocks, but some of them have found many ways to make the cash registers ring loud and often enough to drown it out.

Generally, the large public and municipal operations are weathering the economic downturn better than private clubs.

One of the larger municipal courses reported a business volume increase of 13 per cent for the first five months of 1970 over the same period in 1969. The professional believes that a major reason is an increase in green fees which has eliminated some of the “old guard” monthly tickets who tied up the course previously. He’s getting a bigger turnover, “and more of them have dollars in their pockets,” he says. The different clientele brings increased electric car use, and ironically, a 20 to 30 per cent increase in shoe sales.

One of San Francisco’s oldest clubs is comfortably ahead of last year in every department of the pro shop. Unfortunately, expenses are up also but are under control. Net profit through April was more than three times the figure for the same rainy 1969 period. Gross revenue for four months this year is ahead of last year by about 11 per cent, aided by men’s wear sales of $23,000 and sales in two other categories—clubs and bags and golf balls—each over $20,000.

The club manager at the same facility reports a waiting list of two years and says this is partly the result of a consistently low initiation fee ($2,500), whereas many clubs in the area are much higher.

Another large municipal opera-
East

CONTINUED

ing assessment. In the process it lost a lot of members. Many of them came over to us, and they're willing to spend what they consider their savings in the golf shop."

The same pro says he has his own way of beating the economic strain on his livelihood. "Our members are competitive," he says, "and this is my opening to keep sales humming. We have reached a point where 70 per cent of my sales come from tournament credits. In this way I keep my members happy and my cash register ringing. Otherwise, I'm afraid my sales would be dragging too."

Of all the public courses contacted, one—located in an area where industrial layoffs and labor strikes have poked their ugly heads into the picture—has all the makings of coming up empty at the end of the sales year.

Its pro is still hopeful for a rebound. "I'm not worried about the people playing the course," he reasons. "However, it's the ones not playing who are hurting my sales. Right now we are running 5,000 rounds behind last year. If it continues our play could be off 15 per cent."

The final yardstick for reviewing the revenue the golf professional hopes to realize this season comes down to the question of numbers—numbers in members.

Most haven't felt the pinch, except those middle-upper clubs whose hefty assessments have driven certain members to seek out less lofty facilities.

There is one notable example in this direction. It experienced a drastic cutdown when 60 members dropped out. Once again this occurred at the "stock broker type" of club. "They just up and left us," the club manager wails. "I can't explain it other than the fact that our membership is in deep trouble. And we are worrying."

The economic situation, then, is starting to gnaw away at the earning power of the golf professional. At this point the effect is drifting from minimal to conclusive stages. It certainly is not a healthy state, but neither are other avenues of income.

Central

CONTINUED

steel shafts. With the exception of two manufacturers, the industry never made it to market with stainless-steel shafts. But when manufacturers put new emphasis on lightweight steel shafts, it was hoped that the lost Christmas business would be made up. It wasn't. Spring sales were no better than normal, at best. On top of this, the truck strike caused some cancelled sales. But the real reason why there wasn't at least a small boom in club sales is that many golfers chose to ride out the mild economic storm by staying with their old clubs. Now, the professionals are hoping that this year's Christmas business will get everything straightened out.

There is a lot of fluctuation in the minus and plus figures for sportswear submitted by the shop operators. A few professionals report that men's and women's sales are up by as much as 15 or 20 per cent, but just as many say that their softwear sales have dropped by an equally large percentage. All in all, women's volume for 1970 is no better than it was in 1969.

Men's sales have increased by an average of about 3 per cent. Most professionals note that women seem to be inclined to retrench more than men.

Male sportswear business probably would have suffered quite a sharp slump in 1970 if it hadn't been for the introduction of the polyester or dacron knit slacks that sell at $35 or more a copy.

The sales, however, have been up by as much as 20 per cent, but just as many say that their sportswear sales have dropped by an equally large percentage. All in all, women's volume for 1970 is no better than it was in 1969. Men's sales have increased by an average of about 3 per cent. Most professionals note that women seem to be inclined to retrench more than men.

Male sportswear business probably would have suffered quite a sharp slump in 1970 if it hadn't been for the introduction of the polyester or dacron knit slacks that sell at $35 or more a copy. The sales have been up by as much as 20 per cent, but just as many say that their sportswear sales have dropped by an equally large percentage. All in all, women's volume for 1970 is no better than it was in 1969. Men's sales have increased by an average of about 3 per cent. Most professionals note that women seem to be inclined to retrench more than men.
The difference in this gift pack means more Christmas sales.

Last year's hot selling Christmas pack is back—in a brand new gift box. It's a truly unique golf gift your members will be proud to give or receive. A dozen high quality Tourney golf balls and four beautiful on-the-rocks glasses, all together in a handsome gift box, for the price of the balls alone.

We'll be pre-selling it for you with ads in GOLF DIGEST, GOLF and GOLF WORLD. It's bound to be a repeat of last year's sellout—so don't get left out—order now.
"Our International twosome minimizes fairway, rough and trap maintenance": Phoenix C.C. greens supt.

FIVE ACRES PER HOUR is the fairway mowing average of the International 2444 and gang mower—40 acres requiring just eight hours thrice weekly.
Allen Ervine, greens superintendent, does a tremendous job keeping the 6,300-yard Phoenix Country Club well groomed at rock-bottom maintenance cost.

Two International wheel tractors handle weekly maintenance chores on the 100 acres of the club in downtown Phoenix in amazingly fast time. But here are details from Superintendent Ervine:

“Our 12-hp Cub Cadet Hydrostatic Drive tractor with the International sand-trap rake cuts maintenance time on our 55 traps by 75%. Raking the eight acres of sand used to take 16 man-hours. The tractor-rake does the job in four hours and much better—fluffing the sand with deep penetration of rake spikes before smoothing the surface.

“The International 2444 tractor powers our gang mowers because it outdemonstrated several makes right on the course. It mows 40 acres of fairways three times weekly—each mowing taking eight hours under light play. The 25 acres of rough require 12 hours mowing time. The big tires of the 2444 let it handle the seven mowers with ease. And it never spins its wheels when starting off, regardless of whether it is dry or raining.”

Let your International dealer help equip your course for lowest maintenance costs. He has the tractors matched to your course and he backs what he sells with outstanding parts and service facilities. And he offers any finance plan you choose—rental, lease or lease with purchase option.

Performance is the pay-off.

INTERNATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY CHICAGO, ILL. 60611
International and Cub Cadet are registered trademarks of International Harvester Company, Chicago 60611.
For more information circle number 174 on card

TRAP MAINTENANCE CUT 75%.
This Cub Cadet with rake fluffs and smooths traps. Handles small traps as easily as large! Cub Cadet will also mow, rototill, doze and clear snow.
GL—In spite of extensive research, many conferences, after-hours discussions and shall we say arguments, we still seem to have wide differences about soil texture, sand sizes, drainage and other features. We can’t seem to agree on how best to grow perfect turf. Is there a board of arbitration? Is there a final judgment? How can these differences be resolved? (Oklahoma)

A—Let me assure you, you have not reached that point of final judgment. To many, unfortunately, “sand” is still “sand,” even though one sample contains 10 per cent clay; the other 0.5 per cent clay, even though both screen out the same.

The best solution that I can see for the future is: 1) more research, 2) regional conferences of scientists to iron out the discrepancies and 3) more study and awareness of current data by architects, builders and superintendents. There seems to be a lack of understanding of the data that has been presented by scientific research. In some cases the deficiency has been interpretation of data. Let’s face it, we still have a long way to go.

Q—Bluegrass or bent (one or the other) is fine for fairways when you go far enough north; bermudagrass (or zoysia) is fine if you go far enough south. Have we solved the dilemma of fairways in the “crabgrass belt,” where the “dead” bermuda in the spring is abhorred or, in some cases, the rotting Poa annua in August causes members to take up tennis? Is there an answer? (Virginia)

A—There is hope for the “twilight zone.” There are new bluegrasses that can move further south if given intelligent management. There is tall fescue that, on some courses, is providing sensational fairway turf. The new turf-type perennial ryegrasses, reseeded annually, are doing a job that many thought impossible. I’ve mentioned no variety names—they are available from several experiment stations. Skepticism runs rife when tall fescue is mentioned, but you should see it to believe it. Few superintendents have yet given the improved bluegrass and turf-type ryegrasses a chance. The name of the game is, however, “intelligent management.”

Q—We are looking forward to fall overseeding of our bermudagrass greens with mixed emotions. Nothing we have used to date has been entirely satisfactory. We’ve been encouraged to try some of the fine turf-type ryegrasses alone and in combination with some of the other cool-season grasses we have been using. Would you venture an opinion? (North Carolina)

A—It may be too long to wait before you get the answers from research quarters so I would encourage you to treat one or two greens with one or two of the leading fine perennial ryegrasses. They cost more per pound, but their performance leads us to believe that you will need less seed to get the same amount of coverage.